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Let p be a weight on a W*-algebra. If a, is normal, in the sense that it respects 
monotone increasing limits, then v is the sum of positive normal functionals. 
This provides the complete solution to a problem raised by J. Dixmier. 
INTRODUCTION 
A weight on a C*-algebra A is a function 9): A+ -+ [0, co] with the 
properties: 
(9 dx + Y> = d4 + dY)Y *2 Y E A+ P 
(ii) I = AT(X), x E A+ , h > 0, 
using the convention 0 * co = 0. 
Let y be a weight on a W*-algebra M. We say that 
(1) v is completely additive if p,(C xi) = C 9(x$) for any set 
{xi> of positive elements for which C xi is defined; 
(2) v is normal if y(1.u.b. xi) = 1.u.b. q(xJ for any uniformly 
bounded increasing set {xi> of positive elements. 
The main result in this paper is that, for any weight v on a 
W*-algebra M, the following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) y is completely additive; 
(2) q is normal; 
(3) y is a-weakly lower semicontinuous; 
(4) v(x) = supUEF w(x), Vx E M+ , where F is a set of positive 
normal functionals; 
(5) y(x) = &, p)((x), x E M+ , where {I& is a set of positive 
normal functionals. 
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The implications (5) => (4) 5 (3) 3 (2) * (1) are trivial. In [l] 
Combes has made a partial solution to (3) =E- (4). He proved that if q~ 
is a (r-weakly, lower semicontinuous weight, then there exists a set F 
of positive normal functionals, such that v(x) = SUP,,~ w(x) whenever 
v(x) < co. The implication (4) G- (5) has been proved by Pedersen 
and Takesaki [5] by use of left Hilbert algebra theory. The reader 
should be aware that Takesaki has introduced condition (4) as a 
definition of normality. 
This paper consists of two sections. In Section 1 the equivalence 
of (l), (2), and (3) are shown. In Section 2 we prove the implication 
(3) * (4) in a slightly more general situation, namely for a 
“subadditive weight” i.e. a function 9): iVl+ --f [0, co] with the 
properties 
6) 2 < Y * 44 < V(Y), x, Y E n/r,, 
(4 P)(X + Y) d 44 + V(Y), x, Y 6 M+ t 
(iii) I = AT(X), x E M+ , h > 0. 
The equivalence of (2) and (5) g’ Ives the complete solution to a problem 
posed by Dixmier [2, Chap. I, Sect. 4, p. 521. 
1 
We will first recall the construction of the representation induced 
by a weight (cf. [l, Sect. 21). Let y be a weight on a C*-algebra A. Put 
n, = {x E A I &x*x) < co>, 
% = n,*n, = span{y*x 1 x, y En,), 
iv, = {x E A 1 qJ(x*x) = O}. 
Let H denote the completion of the pre-Hilbert space n,/N, with 
inner product (01(x) 1 a(y)) = v(y*x), where 01 is the quotient map 
n, -+ n,/Np, . It is easily seen that there is a unique *-homomorphism 
n: A -+ B(H) so that 
?r(a) a(x) = +2x), UEA, XE?z,. 
(‘rr, H) is called the representation induced by v. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let cp be a weight on a W*-algebra M and let (‘rr, H) be 
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the representation induced by p. There is a unique linear map /3 of m, 
into the predual of r(M)’ satisfying 
P(Y*xw = (@‘4X> I 4Yh a’ E npf)‘, x, y E 71, .
Proof. The uniqueness of /I follows from m, = span{ y*x 1 X, y E nm>. 
Let X, y E 71, , and assume that X*X = y*y. There is a partial isometry 
u E M so that x = uy and y = u*x. Thus Va’ E r(M)‘: 
(a’44 I “(X>> = (a’44 I 44 4Y>> = (a’+*> 44 I 4YN = @‘4Y> I 4Y))* 
Therefore the map 
P o: x*x --f o&) 
is a well-defined map of m,+ into r(M); . Obviously P,(hx) = &3,,(x) 
‘d’h > 0. We will show that /$, is additive: 
Let X, y E m,+ and put x = x + y. There exist operators s, t E M 
so that x112 = sx1i2 , y112 = tz1J2 and s*s + t*t is the support 
projection of x. Hence Va’ E r(M)‘: 
(~‘a(,&~) 1 a(x112)) = (a’77(s*s + t*t) OI(&~) ( CL(Z~‘~)) 
= (a’?+) cy(z1~2) 1 ?-r(s) a(x’/2)) + (a’n(t) +Y2) j T(t) “(Z’/“)) 
= (u’a(x’l”) / “(X’l”)) + (u’cY(x”“) 1 “(X”“)). 
Thus P& + Y> = PO(X) + MY>. 
Since m, is spanned by m,+, p,, has a linear extension /l to m, . 
Using the identity y*x = xi=, i?(x + iky)*(x + iky) we find that 
B(Y*x>@‘> = (a’44 I 4Y>>, a’ E 57(M)‘, x, y E n, . 
In the following, 01 and /3 denote the maps in Lemma 1.1. 
LEMMA 1.2. For any self-udjoint element x in m, we have 
II ,@$I = infb(a) + p(b) I x = a - h a, b E m,+l. 
Proof. The function p on (mo)s.a. defined by 
p(x) = inf{p(u) + p(b) I x = a - b, a, 6 E m,+] 
is a seminorm on (mm)a.a. . It is easily seen that p(x) = v(x), Vx E m,+. 
If x = a - b, a, b E m,++, then 
II 8Wll < II PWII + II BP>ll = da> + d@- 
Hence II /Wll G ~(4, x E hAa. . 
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To show the converse inequality let x,, E (mc)s.a. . By the Hahn- 
Banach theorem we can find a functional p on (n~~)~.~. so that 
I = p(xO) and 1 p(x)1 < p(x), V’x E (vz~)~.~. . p can be extended to 
a self-adjoint functional on m, . The extension will also be denoted p. 
Since 
-q+*q d &*4 < 9(x*x), XEn,, 
we get 
Hence there exists a bounded operator T in B(H) so that 11 T I/ < 1 
and p(y*x) = ( TLX(X) 1 (Y(Y)), X, y E n, . Furthermore Vu E M, Vx, 
y En,: 
CT44 44 I “(YN = (W4 I 4YN = P(Y”4 
= Gw) I +*Y)) = (44 T44 I 4Y))* 
Thus T E n(M)‘. Hence &I) = /3(z)(T) for any x E m, , and therefore 
dxo> = I /-4x,)l d II P(xo>ll II TII G II B(~o>lL 
This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let CJJ be a normal weight on a W*-algebra M and let 
x, be a bounded sequence of elements in m,+. 
(1) If x, --+u-~ x E M and if p(xJ is convergent, then x E m,+. 
(2) If x, +0-S 0 and if /3(x,) is convergent, then /3(xn) -+ 0. 
(u - s denotes the a-strong topology. On m(M); we use the norm 
topology.) 
Proof. (1) Let E be a positive number. Put E/J = lim p(x,). We can 
choose a subsequence yn of x, so that II /3(m) - $ I/ < E . 2-“, n E I$. 
Thus II P(Y,+~ - Y,)II G (3/2k . 2-n. 
By Lemma 1.2 there exists a, , b, E m,+ so that 
Y n+1 - yn = a, - b 12 and c&J + q@,) < 2~ - 2”. 
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Thus 
k=l 
Put fv(t) = t(1 + “t)-1, v > 0. fv is operator monotone in the sense 
that -(l/v) < 3 < y implies that f”(x) < fv(y). Hence fv(yn+d < 
fyb3 + CL ad fh + CL d is a bounded increasing sequence 
and therefore has a least upper bound. 
Since yn --to-s x we get fV( yn) --to-+ f”(x) (cf. [4]). Thus 
and 
< V(Yl) + f GPk = dY1) + 2. 
k=l 
Since f”(x) f x for v -+ 0 we get that y(x) < I + 2~ < co. 
This proves (1). 
(2) Let 5 h a, , 6, be as in (1). We then have 
Yl - Yn+1 G i bk * 
k=l 
Put K = sup 11 x, 11. Then y1 - yn+I >, -K, Vn. For any v < l/K 
we get 
By the assumptions yn -+-~-a 0 for n -+ co. Therefore 
JxYl - Yn+d = fY(Ylb 
Hence 
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Thus 
P)(fy(Yd d 1.u.b. P (h (g b,)) 
< g 2~ * 2-k = 2~. 
k-1 
Using fy(YJ f 35 f or v + 0 we get I < 2~. Hence [) $11 < 
11 # - /3(y& + IIfl(yr)ll < (l/2)6 + 2~ = (5/2)~. This is valid for any 
E > 0. Thus $ = lim /3(x,) = 0. 
If A is a Banach space, we let A, denote the set (X E A 1 )I x 11 < r>, 
LEMMA 1.4. Let cp be a normal weight on a a-finite W*-algebra M 
and let G(E) = {(x, a(x)) / x E n,] be the graph of a. Then G(E) n 
(MY x H,) is a(M x H, M, x H*)-compact for any Y, t > 0. 
Proof. Since H is a reflexive Banach space and M = (M,)*, 
M x H is the dual of the Banach space M, x H* with norm 
ll(y, [*)I1 = II y II + II 4* II. The dual norm on M x H is 11(x, <)]I = 
max(l/ x I), )I [I/>. Since G(a) n (Mr x H,) is convex it is o(M x H, 
M, x H*)-closed iff it is closed in any topology compatible with the 
duality between M x H and M, x H*. Hence it is enough to show 
that G(ol) n (M, x H,) is closed in the product of a-strong* topology 
on M and norm topology on H. 
Let (x, f) be in the (u-strong*) x norm closure of G(a) n 
(MT x H,). Since M is a-finite, M, is metrisable in the (5 - s*- 
topology. Hence there exists a sequence {xJ C MY so that x,-+-s* x 
and (Y(x,) -+ c, II (Y(x~)[] < t. Thus x,*x, -F+ X*X and p(x,*x,) = 
4x,) - We’* By Lemma 1.3(l), x*x~m,+. Thus XE~,. Hence 
(% - x)*(x, - x) -o-s 0 and B((xn - x)*(x, - x)) = ~~(s,)-u(x) -
Wt-.%(s) * By Lemma 1.3(2), W;-~(~) = 0 and therefore .$ = a(x). Hence 
(x, f) E G(a). This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let y be a weight on a u-Jinite W*-algebra. The 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) q~ is completely additive, 
(2) qi is normal, 
(3) y is a-weakly lower semicontinuous. 
Proof. (3) * (1): trivial. (1) z- (2): Let xi be a bounded increasing 
set of operators in M+ with xi 7 x. Since bounded subsets of M is 
#O/19/3-8 
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metrisable in the g-strong topology, we can find a sequence (y) C (xi> 
so that yn ,z x and 1.u.b. q(xi) = 1.u.b. r&y,“). 
put % = Yn+1 - Yn * Then x = yr + CnE1 x, . Thus 
Hence y is normal. 
(2) G- (3): By L emma 1.4, G(ol) n (M, x H,) is a(&! x H, 
M, x H*)-compact. {X E M, [ cp(x*x) < t2> is the range of G(a?) n 
(Mr x H,) by the projection (x, 0 -+ x. Hence {x E M, 1 q(x*x) < t2} 
is u-weakly compact. Thus by [2, Chap. 1, Sect. 3, Theorem l(iv)], 
{x E M 1 V(x*x) < t2} is u-weakly closed. Now let x be in the u-weak 
closure of {u E M+ 1 q(a) < t2}. S ince the set is convex, there exists a 
net (xi) C M+ , y(xi) < t2 so that xi -V--S x. Then x:/s --+a-~ xii2 
(cf. [4]). Thus V(x) = ?( x1/2x1/a) < t2. This completes the proof. 
DEFINITION 1.6. Let A be a partially ordered vector space. A 
subset E of A, = (x E A 1 x > 0} is called hereditary if x E E and 
0 < y ,< x implies that y E E. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let M be a W*-algebra. Put M0 = UperpMp where 
Z is the set of a-Jinite projections in M. Let E be a convex, hereditary 
subset of M,,f. Then E is o-weakly closed relative to M,-, zfl E n pMp 
is a-weakly closed for any p E Z. 
Proof. It is easily seen that if E is a-weakly closed relative to M, 
then E n pMp is u-weakly closed for any p E Z. To show the opposite 
note first that if p E Z, then the unit ball in the left ideal Mp is 
metrisable in the a-strong topology. Namely, let p be a positive 
normal functional with support p, then the seminorm x + ~l.(x*x)l/~ 
induce the a-strong topology on (Mp), . Let E be a convex hereditary 
subset of i%!?,, so that M n pMp is o-weakly closed for any p E Z. 
Put F = {x E M 1 x*x E E}. F is a convex subset of M. Let namely 
x, y E F and h E [0, 11, then 
(xx + (1 - 4Y)*(h + (1 - 4Y> 
= x2x*x + (1 - x)zy*y $-X(1 - h)(x*y +y*X) 
< PX*X + (1 - qzy*y + X(1 - h)(x*x + y*y) 
= hx”x + (1 - qy*y. 
Hence hx + (1 - X) y E F. Furthermore, if s E M, 1) s \I < 1, then 
SF _C F because (sx)* sx = x*s*sx < x*x. 
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We will show that pF is u-weakly closed for any p E Z, or 
equivalently that F*p is u-weakly closed. Using [2, Chap. 1, Sect. 3, 
Theorem l(iv)], it is enough to show that F*p n M, is rr-strongly 
closed for any r > 0. 
Choose x so that x* belongs to the u-strong closure of F*p n n/r, . 
Since Mp n M, is metrisable in c-strong topology, we can find a 
sequence {xJ CpF, /I x, Ij < r so that xn* -+a+ x*. Since the support 
and range projections of x, are o-finite, and since the least upper bound 
of a countable set of o-finite projections again is a u-finite projection 
there exists q E Z so that x, E qMq, Vn E a. We have 
Since E n qMq is o-weakly closed F n qMq is a-strongly closed and 
thus o-weakly closed. Hence x E F n qMq. Obviously px = x. Hence 
x E pF. This shows that pF is u-weakly closed for any p E Z. 
Now let y E ,Ww n MO . Then there exists a net {yJ 2 E so that 
y$ --+-s y. Let p be the support projection of y. We have py:l” -+D-~ 
pyw = y1i2. Since p is a-finite pF is closed. Thus y1i2 ELF C F and 
therefore y E E. Hence E is u-weakly closed relative to M,, . 
THEOREM 1.8. Let q be a weight on a W*-algebra M. The following 
three conditions are equivalent. 
(1) y is completely additive, 
(2) v is normal, 
(3) y is a-weakly lower semicontinuous. 
Proof. It is easily seen that (3) * (2) + (1). (1) + (3): Put 
E = (x E M+ / F(x) < 11. By L emma 1.5, E n pMp is a-weakly 
closed for any o-finite projection p. Thus by Lemma 1.7, E n M,, is 
a-weakly closed relative to MO. Let ( p&, be a maximal set of 
orthogonal a-finite projections. Then &, pi = 1. For any finite subset 
J of 1 let p, denote the projection CifJ pi . Obviously pJ f 1. Now let 
x E ,@+. Then there exists a net {x~} _C E so that x, --to-s x. Thus 
~112 -+0-s $12 and x~i2pJx~12 O-W -+ x1/2pJx1/2 for any finite subset J of I. 
Since MO is a two-sided ideal in M we have ~i/ap~xi/~ E MO and 
x1 12PJX II2 E MO . Since x~/~P~x~/~ E E n M,, we get x~/~P~xV E E n MO , 
V J _C I, J finite. Using x = Ciel x1J2pix1/2 we get 
v(x) = C p7(x1~2pix1~2) = lim ~(~~/~p~x~l~). 
iEI 
This shows that q(x) < 1. Hence E is a-weakly closed. 
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As a special case of Theorem 1.8 we get the following well-known 
theorem (cf. [2, Chap. 1, Sect. 4, Theorem 1; and 31). 
COROLLARY 1.9. Let y be a positive functional on a W*-algebra M. 
The following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) 9 is completely additive, 
(2) 9 is normal, 
(3) 9 is u-weakly continuous. 
Proof. It is only left to show that if 9 is u-weakly lower semi- 
continuous on M+ , then q is o-weakly continuous on M. Let (x&, 
be a net on MS.,+ so that )I xi 11 < 1 and xi --to- x. Then 
lim inf v(xi) = lim inf v( 1 + xi) - v( 1) > ‘p( 1 + x) - v,( 1) = 9)(x), 
lim sup q(q) = p( 1) - lim inf v(l - xi) < ~(1) - ~(1 - x) = y(x). 
Hence the restriction of v to (MI),.,. is o-weakly continuous. Using 
[2, Chap. 1, Sect. 3, Theorem l(ii)] we get the required result. 
PROBLEM 1.10. Let M be a W*-algebra and v a function 
M+ -+ [0, co] with the properties 
(i) x < y * P)(X) < F(Y), x, y E M+; 
(ii) 9(x + y> d y(x) + F(Y), x9 Y E M+; 
(iii) @x) = AT(X), x E M+ , h > 0. 
(iv) q(1.u.b. xi) = 1.u.b. v(xi) for any uniformly bounded 
increasing set {xi} of positive elements. 
Is v a-weakly lower semicontinuous ? 
PROBLEM 1.11. Let g, be a weight on a W*-algebra M, and assume 
that the restriction of q to any commutative u-weakly closed subalgebra 
is normal. 
Is v normal ? 
Remark 1.12. J. Dixmier has shown that if y is a positive functional 
on a W*-algebra M with the property that y(Cpi) = C v( pi) for 
any set { pz} of mutually orthogonal projections in M, then y is 
normal (cf. [3]). Th is cannot be generalized to weights. Consider the 
W*-algebra L”o(&) of all bounded sequences. The weight defined by 
dhJnsk) = 
Can, if (a&k has finite support, 
*, otherwise, 
is completely additive on the projections, but y is not normal. 
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2 
Consider a locally convex Hausdorff vector space A over the 
scalar field R, which has a partial ordering defined by a closed convex 
cone A,, satisfying A+ n (-A+) = (0) and (A+ - A+)- = A. Let 
A’ be the topological dual space of A. The dual cone of A+: 
A,’ = (9, E A’ 1 p)(x) 3 0, vx E A,} 
defines a partial ordering of A’. 
We recall that a subset E of A+ is called hereditary if x E E and 
0 < y < x implies that y E E. 
For E C A we put E” = {p’ E A’ / g)(x) >, - 1, Vx E E}. 
For E C A+ we put E^ ={g’~A++(x) < l,tlx~E}. 
If F C A’ (resp. A+‘) F” and F^ is defined symmetrically. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. In the above situation the following three con- 
ditions are equivalent. 
(1) For any convex, closed, hereditary subset E of A, is 
E z (E - A+)- n A+. 
(2) For any convex, closed, hereditary subset E of A+ is E = E^^. 
(3) Any lower semicontinuous function CJJ: A+ -+ [0, 031 satisfying 
6) x < Y * 44 < do), x9 Y E A+, 
(4 dx + Y) < 44 + F(Y), x3 Y E A+ 9 
(iii) I = X,(x), x E A+ , X > 0, 
has the form 
944 = sup~4x) I OJ EFI, 
where F = {w E A+’ 1 W(X) < v(x), Vx E A+}. 
Proof. (1) =S (2): Put F = EA. We will first show that 
F’ = {w E A’ / w(x) < 1, Vx E E - A+} is equal to F. Obviously 
FCF’. Let w EF’. Then VXE A+, VA > 0: o(--Ax) < 1. Thus 
VXEA +: o(x) > 0. Therefore w 3 0. Hence 
F’C{wEA+‘lw(x) < l,VXEE-A+}CF. 
Now using the bipolar theorem we get 
(E - A+)- = (E - A+)00 = (--F)O = {x E A 1 W(X) < 1, VW EF}. 
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Thus by (I): 
(2) + (3): Let v be a lower semicontinuous function on A, 
satisfying the conditions of (3), then E = {x E A+ 1 p)(x) < l} is a 
convex, closed, hereditary subset of A+ . 
Put F = E^ = {w E A,’ ] W(X) < 1, Vx E E}. Note that if w E A+‘, 
then 
HenceF=(wEA+‘Iw <F). 
Put #(x) = supWEF w(x), x E A+ . Obviously # < y. Assume now 
that there exists x0 E A+ so that #(x,,) < I. By multiplying x,, with 
a suitable scalar we can assume that #(x0) < 1 < q(xO) (~(x,,) might 
be + co). By the definition of E we have x,, $ E. By (2): 
E = {x E A+ 1 w(x) < 1, VW EF) 
= {x E A+ I Rx) < 11. 
Hence x,, E E, which gives a contradiction. 
(3) => (1): Let E be a convex, closed, hereditary subset of A+ . 
Put 
y(x) = inf{h > 0 1 x E XE}, XEA,. 
In particular q(x) = + co iff x $ (JA,,, (hE). It is easy to check that q~ 
satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii). Furthermore, 
hE = {x E A+ 1 p(x) < A}. 
Hence q~ is lower semicontinuous. Thus by (3), 
44 = “-l~44 where F = (w E A,’ 1 w < v}. 
Therefore E - A, C {X E A 1 W(X) < 1, VW E F}. Since the latter is 
closed we get 
(E-A+)-nA+C{x~A+~w(x)~l,Vw~F}_CE. 
Hence E = (E - A+)- n A+ . 
THEOREM 2.2. The self-adjoint part ilIe & of a W*-algebra M 
equipped with a-weak topology satissJies the conditions of Proposition 2.1. 
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Proof. We will prove (1) in Proposition 2.1. We shall use some 
properties of the functions 
fm: l-l/% q -I-~, l/a[, 01 > 0, 
defined by fa(t) = t(1 + &)-I, namely: 
(a) 01 d P * fdt) > fA9, t E l-l/P, 4; 
(b) fa(t)f twhencu.-+Oand -l/a <t; 
cc> fa+o(t> = f~(fBW)~ t > -l/(a + B); 
(d) fa is operator monotone in the sense that 
-lb -=I x G Y =b=f&> <h(Y), x> Y E Ms.,. - 
For x E Ms.,. we put 01~ = sup{ol > 0 j -l/a < x}. Let E be a 
convex a-weakly closed hereditary subset of M+ . Put 
G = {x E Ms.a. I L(x) E E - M+ , va E IO, s[>. 
We will show that 
(1) G n M, is u-strongly closed, 
(2) G n M, is convex. 
(1): Let x E (G n M,)-a-s. Then there exists a net (A&, so that 
xi E G, I[ xi [I < Y, and xi 4o-s X. For any 01~10, 1/2r[ we have 
fa(xi) E E - M+ . Hence we can for each i E I find yz E E so that 
fa(xi) < yi . Now using that fa is operator monotone we get 
Since f& is continuous on [-r, r], 01 E IO, 1/2r[ we get f&xi) --to+ f&x). 
Since 0 < fa( yi) < 1 /a there exists a subnet fm( yi,) so that fm( yi,) -+ ya 
a-weakly. fa(yi) E E because 0 < fu(yi) < yi . Then using that E is 
u-weakly closed we find ya’ E E. Furthermore: 
Hence f&x) E E - M+ , Vol E IO, 1/2r[ or equivalentlyf,(x) E E - M+ , 
Vol E IO, l/r[. Using that /3 >, OL * fs < fm we find that fB(x) E 
(E - M+) - M+ = E - M+ , V/3 E [l/r, OI,J. Hence x E G. 
(2): The convexity will follow if we show that 
G n M, = ((E - M+) n Mps n M, for t > r. 
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c: Let x E G n M, . Then f&(x) E E - M+ , (11 E IO, a=[. Since 
fa(x) E M, for sufficiently small 01, and since jJx> 7 x we get 
G n M, C ((E - M+) n Mt)-~-~. 
2: Since Qx) < x for 01 E IO, a.J we have G 1 E - M+ , 
and thus GnM,Z(E-M+)nM,. Then by (1) GnM,> 
((E - M+) n M&O-~. Hence 
GnM, = (GnM,)nM,2((E--+)nM,)-“-snM,. 
Since G n MY is convex for any r > 0, G is also convex. Then using 
[2, Chap. 1, Sect. 3, Theorem l(iv)], G is u-weakly closed. Note that 
E - M+ _C G C (E - M+)-“-“. 
The last inclusion follows from f=(x) f x for 01 --+ 0. Hence 
G = (E - M+)-u-. 
Now let x E (E - M+)-u-” n M,. = G n M+ . Thenf,(x) E E - M+ , 
VOL > 0. Since E is hereditary, fa(x) E E. Then using f&(x) f x we 
find x E E. Hence (E - M+)-0-w n E C E. The converse inclusion 
is trivial. This completes the proof. 
As an application of Theorem 2.2 we get a new proof of the corre- 
sponding result for C*-algebras (cf. [l, Proposition 1.7, and 
Remark 1.61). 
COROLLARY 2.3. The self-aa!joint part of a F-algebra A, equipped 
with norm topology, satisjes the conditions in Proposition 2.1. 
Proof. We will prove (1) in Proposition 2.1. We can imbed A 
in its second dual A**, which is a W*-algebra (cf. [6]). Let E be a 
convex, uniformly closed, hereditary subset of A+ , and put E’ = B-W 
(closure in o(A **, A*)-topology). Since E is convex and uniformly 
closed it is also a(A, A*)-closed. Hence E = E’ n A. 
We will now show that E’ is a hereditary subset of AT*. Let x E E’ 
andyEA** with 0 < y < x. There exists s E A**, 11 s I/ < 1, so that 
ylla = sxri2. By Kaplansky’s density theorem there exists sj E A, 
(1 si I( < 1 so that sj ---+u--~ s. Furthermore there exists a net (x&, , 
xi E E, so that xi --+a--~ x. This implies that x:12 -+a+ x1f2. Hence 
s.x!12 --V-S sxria and then 3 z 
(sjx~/2)*(sjx;/2) -c% (~x’l”)*(~~‘l”) = y. 
Since 0 < (s&“)*(s,x~~~) < xi we get that (s~x~~~)*(s~x~~~) E E. Hence 
y E E’. This shows that E’ is hereditary. 
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By Theorem 2.2 (E’ - A*+*)-o-W n AT* = E’. Hence 
(E - A+)- n A, C (E’ - A+**)-- n A,“* n A = E’ n A = E. 
The converse inclusion is trivial. 
For the sake of completeness we will show that if M is a IV*-algebra, 
then the self-adjoint part of the predual M, satisfies the conditions in 
Proposition 2.1. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let M be a W*-algebra and p a positive normal 
functional on M. Let (r, H) be the representation induced by p and let to 
be the range of 1 by the quotient map M -+ M/N,, C H (cf. Sect. 1). 
Then the linear map @: n(M)’ -+ M, defined by 
@(4(x> = (@‘+)&I I l%), a’ E z-(M)‘, x E iv& 
has the following properties. 
(1) @ is an order isomorphism of n(M):,,. on @($M)&J. 
(2) @bW%.,.) = b E W,),.,. I 3k > 0: -b G v < h-4. 
(3) @ is ~(r( M)‘, r(M)‘,) - CT(M.+ , M) continuous. 
(4) @ is a homeomorphism of {x E r(M):.&. 1 -1 < x < l} on 
{y E (M,),.,. ( -p < v < r-L> with respect to the topologies in (3). 
Proof. Note first that &, is cyclic for V(M) and that 
CL(x) = @+x3 I &‘o), XEM. 
(1): Obviously a’ > 0 implies @(a’) > 0. Assume that @(a’) > 0; 
then (a’+)& I +%) b 0, v x E M, which implies that a’ > 0. 
Hence C#J is an order isomorphism of n(M);.,+ on @(r(M):.,.). In 
particular Q, is injective. 
(2): Using that @ preserves order and that Q(1) = p we find that 
@(r(M):.,.) C {p, E M, 1 3k > 0: -kp < q < kp}. To show the con- 
verse inclusion, let p E M, and assume that -kp < q~ ,< kp for some 
k > 0. Then 
I dx*x>l G w4460 I 4+3> XEM. 
Hence there exists a bounded self-adjoint operator T in B(H) so 
that v(y*x) = (T?r(x)& 1 +y)&,) and II T 11 < k. As in the proof of 
Lemma 1.2 we see that T E r(M)‘. It is easy to check that q~ = @P(T). 
(3): Trivial. 
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(4): This is a consequence of the fact that a continuous, injective 
map of a compact set into a Hausdorff space is a homeomorphism on 
its range. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let M be a W*-algebra. The self-adjoint part of 
the predual M, equipped with norm topology satisjies the conditions in 
Proposition 2.1. 
Proof. We will show (1) in Proposition 2.1. Let E be a convex, 
hereditary (norm) closed subset of M*+ and let y E (E - M,+)- n M,+. 
There exists a sequence {P)~} _C E - M*+, so that 11 vn - p7 Ij < 2~“. 
For each n E N we can choose a z,& E E so that q~% < z,& . Put 
P = P + f I P)n - v I + f 2-VnlII *n II. 
la=1 n=1 
Since C,“=, 11 vn - g, 11 < CO and C,“=, 2-” < CO, ,LL is a well-defined 
functional in M*+. Furthermore, 
-p < vn < p, TZEN; 
0 G $h G 2” II *n II Pu, ?zEA? 
Let (rr, H) be the representation of M defined by p and let Q, be the 
map in Lemma 2.4. Put El = @-l(E). Using Lemma 2.4(l) we see 
that El is a convex, hereditary subset of n(M)‘. Furthermore, El is 
a-weakly closed because CD is o(z-(M)‘, n(M);) - a(M* , M)- 
continuous. (E is a convex, norm-closed subset of M, , and therefore 
closed in any topology compatible with the duality of M, and 
(M.+)* = M). By Th eorem 2.2, (El - 7r(M);)-~-~ n n(M); = El . 
Put x, = O-‘(v,), x = @-l(y), and yn = @-l(h) (cf. Lemma 2.4(2)). 
Since x, < yn we have x, E El - r(M); . Using Lemma 2.4(4) we 
find that x --to- x. Hence x E (El - rr(M);)-~-~ n n(M); = El . 
Thus F = i(x) E E. This completes the proof. 
Remark 2.6. Let M be a W*-algebra. Since both M,.a. and 
(M,),.,. satisfy Proposition 2.1(2), the map E + E* is a bijective map 
of the o-weakly closed, convex, hereditary subsets of M+. onto the 
norm-closed, convex, hereditary subsets of M*+, and the inverse map 
is F -+ F^. 
PROBLEM 2.7. Let A be a C*-algebra, and let A* be the dual space 
equipped with o(A *, A)-topology. Does A& satisfy the conditions 
in Proposition 2.1 ? (It is not difficult to show that the answer is 
affirmative, if A is commutative.) 
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